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Abstract
The surface topographic measurements can be used by the additive manufac-
turing (AM) industry for in-situ quality inspection. However, disagreements
may arise when we use different technologies to measure the topography of the
same sample surface due to noise, sampling or optical properties of the sample
surface, which may cause miscommunications or confusions between manufac-
turers. Thus, proposing methods for rating the similarities to match surface to-
pographic data measured by various optical techniques is of crucial importance.
This research investigates similarity evaluation methods for three-dimensional
point-cloud topography data acquired by different technologies. Two different
optical techniques (focus variation microscopy and structured light scanning)
are used as testbeds. We propose two similarity evaluation methods for three-
dimensional point-cloud data based on image distance method and Pearsons
correlation coefficient. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
methods are effective and informative in determining whether the measured data
are collected from the same sample, even though the measuring systems have
different working principles and resolutions. This research facilitates our under-
standing of the discrepancies between different measuring systems, and mean-
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while benefits a cyber-manufacturing system where unified inspection methods
are unavailable among different manufacturers sharing the metrology data in
cyber space.
Keywords: optical metrology; similarity evaluation; image distance; Pearsons
correlation coefficient; additive manufacturing
1. Introduction
Additive manufacturing (AM) technology, also widely known as 3D printing,
is growing rapidly in the last decade due to its high quality and flexibility. It has
been applied in many fields such as automobile, architecture and medical care
[1]. With the development of the 3D printing technology, the need for quality5
assessment also keeps growing for quality assurance and defect rate reduction.
A conventional approach to perform this quality assessment is to use a stylus
touching and moving along a sample surface in lateral direction with its vertical
movement being recorded to obtain the profile of the sample surface. Once the
profile is obtained, it can be used to calculate various surface roughness param-10
eters for surface quality evaluation [2]. This method is first invented by Abbott
and Firestone [3] and more advanced methods based on this working principle
were later introduced and discussed in [4]. Though stylus measurements are
highly reliable and accurate, these stylus methods have inevitable limitations:
when the stylus moves along the surface, damage may occur during the process15
of measuring. Another issue is that a single measurement only provides a line
profile of the measured surface, which may not sufficiently represent the surface
topographic information.
To address the aforementioned issues, many non-contact inspecting meth-
ods have been developed based on different optical technologies, such as X-ray20
computed tomography (XCT) [5], laser scanning [6], focus variation microscopy
(FVM)[7], scanning electron microscopy [8], stereomicroscope system [9], struc-
tured light scanning (SLS) [10] and so forth. Although all of these optical
methods are capable of acquiring the topography information of an additive
2
manufactured sample, the data collected from the same sample provided by25
different optical systems may have notable differences among each other, as
discussed in [11]. This phenomenon can cause miscommunications and confu-
sions in a cyber-manufacturing system, especially when each associated manu-
facturer has different instrument for inspection. For example, suppose in one
cyber-manufacturing system, the upstream manufacturer has a laser scanning30
system and claims its product has decent shape and surface, while the down-
stream manufacturer finds the product cannot pass its inspection by their FVM.
Once they share the data in a common cyber space, confusions and conflicts may
arise. The only reason behind this is that the working principles of the two mea-
suring systems are different. However, this unnecessary conflict can be avoided35
if a clear standard for similarity evaluation of topographical measurements can
be established.
In order to examine the differences in the measured results, researchers em-
ployed various measuring systems to perform comparative analysis. Poon and
Bhushan [12] investigated the differences of the measured surface roughness40
parameters from stylus profilometer, atomic force microscope and non-contact
optical profiler. However, such evaluation is based on cross-sectional lines which
may not well represent the inherent differences among these systems. To address
such issue, some researchers proposed to inspect the arithmetic mean height of
the surface which takes all the surface data into consideration [13, 14]. Although45
the entire surface data points are utilized, the surface roughness parameters are
essentially aggregated features of the data, and the geometric distributions of
data points may be neglected. An extreme situation may occur where the two
measured surface data are totally different in geometry but have the same cal-
culated surface roughness parameters. Therefore, instead of comparing surface50
roughness parameters, Senin et al. [15] investigated the different measured to-
pography datasets considering the typical features of a metal powder-bed fusion
(PBF) surface. Those features consist of weld tracks, weld ripples, attached par-
ticles and surface recesses. However, those specific features may not exist on the
surface manufactured by methods other than the PBF process. Therefore, the55
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inspected systematical differences among those measuring methods may not be
generalized.
Given that the measured topographies inherently contain distributional ten-
dencies in geometry, a natural question is: can we make use of geometric dis-
tributions to perform similarity evaluation by employing statistical approaches?60
Another observation is that the measured topography data obtained by optical
systems can be described by depth-encoded images, so the similarity analysis can
also be performed in the image domain where many established imaged-based
comparative evaluation methods can be utilized. Based on these two natures of
the topography data, we propose to use Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC)65
[16] and image distance method [17] to evaluate similarity/difference. Before
performing comparative analysis, a data alignment process is required due to
the difference in resolution and data arrangement among different measuring
systems. This process is developed based on iterative closest point (ICP) al-
gorithm [18, 19] and k-nearest neighbors (KNN) regression [20]. The proposed70
similarity evaluation approach has the following advantages: (1) taking the en-
tire dataset into consideration; (2) making use of geometric distributions of the
three-dimensional data points; (3) flexible to measure systems with distinct res-
olutions. To validate our proposed method, we used FVM and SLS as testbeds
for similarity evaluation. Results show that a clear margin exists between the75
obtained PCC and image distance values for distinguishing the same or different
measured sample surfaces, proving the effectiveness of the proposed similarity
evaluation methods in our study.
2. Principles
This section will start introducing the working principles of the two used op-80
tical measuring systems: FVM and SLS. Then, the data alignment process will
be introduced to resolve the challenge of varying data resolutions and orienta-
tions. The proposed three-dimensional point-cloud topography data comparison
approach will be explained at the end of this section.
4
2.1. Optical methods of surface measurement85
In this research, we use two optical measuring methods as testbeds for ac-
quiring the topography data: FVM and SLS.
2.1.1. Focus variation microscopy
FVM utilizes a height adjustable lens to obtain the depth information. Fig-
ure 2.1.1 schematically shows a focus variation system capturing images at dif-90
ferent height. For each pixel in an image, the contrast value can be calculated
and the curve of all the contrast values (often referred as focus curve) can be
plotted. When one pixels contrast reaches the maximum, the corresponding
vertical position will be labeled as the depth value for that pixel. The vertical
positions of all the other pixels can be evaluated in the same way [21]. Notably,95
this method uses a top-down telecentric lens for image acquisition, therefore,
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram of proposed point-cloud data comparison method
2.1.2. Structured light scanning
The SLS evolves from the well-established stereo vision system [21] which100
works in the same way with human vision system. Unlike a stereo vision system
which uses two cameras for 3D reconstruction, a SLS system replaces one camera
5
with a projector that can actively illuminate structured patterns to provide cues
for camera-projector stereo correspondence. Figure 2.1.2 schematically shows
the projector (A) projects fringe images on the surface of the sample (B) while105
the camera (C) captures images at the same time. Since the fringe pattern
will be distorted by the samples geometry, fringe analysis can be applied to
identify the camera-projector pixel correspondence. Then, 3D reconstruction
can be performed by triangulating the projector, the object and the camera.
To achieve highly accurate 3D scanning at microscale level, using telecentric110
imaging lens is extremely advantageous due to its merits of small field-of-view
induced by orthographic projection and relatively large depth-of-focus (e.g., ∼
5 mm). In this research, we used the calibration method for a SLS system using






Figure 2: A schematic diagram of proposed point-cloud data comparison method
2.2. Data processing and preparation115
Before performing similarity evaluation for 3D point-cloud data, two issues
need to be addressed: 1) the field-of-view of different 3D scanning systems may
vary drastically; and 2) the data formatting of different 3D scanning systems
can be quite distinct. Therefore, some pre-processing of 3D point-cloud data
6
such as point-cloud registration and data-resampling become necessary. After120
those processes, image-based statistical comparison methods can be applied. A


















Figure 3: A schematic diagram of proposed point-cloud data comparison method
2.2.1. 3D point-cloud registration using iterative closest point algorithm
To match the common regions of different point-cloud datasets, an iterative
closest point (ICP) algorithm [21, 22] is applied. Suppose the reference point-125
cloud data is denoted as P , and the point-cloud that will be transformed and gets
aligned with P is Q, the ICP algorithm first finds all correspondence point pairs
and store them in a set κ = {(p, q)|p ∈ P, q ∈ Q}. Then, an objective function
E(T ) will be minimized by updating the rotation matrix R and translation
vector t iteratively. This objective function is defined as the sum of the squared130




||p− (R · q + t)||2 (1)
After all iterations, the refined rotation matrix R and translation vector t
will be obtained. Then, we can use this transformation to closely align one
point-cloud dataset with the other.
7
2.2.2. Data-resampling for depth map alignment135
Apart from the issue of data registration, another challenge for similarity
evaluation is that different optical systems may produce different formatting
of 3D data which may cause confusions in similarity evaluation. Taking the
two optical systems used in this study as an example, for FVM data, the 3D
data is obtained by direct depth retrieval via focus analysis, where the lateral140
data positions (X and Y) are well formatted in a raster order of camera pixels
(i.e., like a mesh grid). Yet for SLS data, the 3D coordinates (X, Y and Z)
are obtained via triangulation which does not assume a perfectly straight down
optical axis for the camera. Therefore, the lateral data positions (X and Y) is
not formatted in raster order similar to a mesh grid.145
To address the difference in data formatting, we propose to transform all 3D
point-cloud data into an image space, where the locations of all data points are
aligned as mesh grid labeled using the indexes of image pixels. Note that this
process only applies to SLS data since the lateral positions of FVM data points
already have a well formatted mesh grid like an image. The transformation150
process can be treated as a data-resampling problem, where the query points
lie on a given mesh grid defined by the region of interest, and the point-clouds
coordinates are the sample values. The heights of the query points can be
retrieved by interpolation. At a query point Pq(Xq, Yq, Zq), Xq and Yq are
the horizontal coordinates given by the mesh grid, Zq can be interpolated by155
a weighted mean of k nearest points to (Xq, Yq). These points are denoted as











Where di is the Euclidian distance between (Xq, Yq) and (Xi, Yi). Finally, Zq






ωi · Zi (3)
Note that since the mesh grid is significantly sparser than the point-cloud data,160
the method avoids the inherent disadvantage of interpolations which is to make-
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up non-existing data. Now, all the 3D point-cloud data sets will be transformed
into the same depth-coded image space with well-aligned mesh grid.
2.3. Statistical point-cloud data comparison criteria
In this section, we will elaborate the two criteria we purpose for similarity165
evaluation and how these criteria tell us if the data are similar or not.
2.3.1. Pearson’s correlation coefficient
Suppose the dimension of the two depth-coded images is M by N . Through
connecting each row, the matrices can be rearranged into two M ×N vectors,
which are denoted as I1 and I2. To compare two matrices, the two big vectors170
are generated in this way and the PCC can be calculated as a metric of similarity























Ii1(the mean), and analogously for I
i
2. The result r will range from
-1 to 1. Larger PCC values indicate higher similarity. If two images are very175
similar, the result should be close to one.
2.3.2. Image distance
Image distance is another well-established method to measure the similarity
of two images [17]. The output is positive and reflects the differences between
two images. The closer the two images are, the closer the output will be to zero.180
Firstly, the algorithm converts the two images with M by N pixels (matrices)
into two M × N vectors, which are denoted as I1 and I2. The image distance
between I1 and I2 is defined as:
d(I1, I2) = [(I1 − I2)TG(I1 − I2)]
1
2 (5)
where G is a M ×N by M ×N matrix,
G = (gij)M×N∗M×N (6)
9
and the elements in G are:185
gij = f(|Pi − Pj |), i, j = 1, 2...M ×N
where |Pi−Pj | is the distance between ith pixel and jth pixel in the image. The
function f is defined as:
f(|Pi − Pj |) =
1√
2πσ




where σ is a hyperparameter and can be set to any positive number. The more
faraway pixels Pi and Pj (having a larger |Pi − Pj | value) will result in smaller
values of gij , and thus will contribute less to the total image distance, so the190
algorithm is robust to small deformations.
3. Experiment
This section will first describe the system setup used in this research and
show the 3D point-cloud data collected by different optical systems. Then, the
similarity evaluation results will be presented.195
3.1. Test systems
To evaluate the accuracy of our proposed similarity evaluation criteria, we
used both a FVM and a SLS system for 3D topographical scanning. The FVM
system uses a microscopic camera to take photos of the AM components. The
camera utilized in this research is a complementary metal oxide semiconductor200
(CMOS) camera with resolution of 1920 × 1200. The depth resolution of the
focus variation system is 1.1 m. The laboratory-made SLS system is composed
of a DLP development kit (model: DLP Lightcrafter 4500, native resolution 910
× 1140 pixels) and a CMOS camera. The resolution of the camera is set to 1280
× 960. A telecentric lens with a magnification rate of 0.486 is attached to the205
camera. The depth resolution of the SLS is 10 m. We investigate the similarity
between 3D point-cloud data obtained from SLS and FVM by measuring three
additive manufactured samples (Sample 1, Sample 2 and Sample 3) as shown in
10
Fig. 3.1. Figure 3.1 (a) - (c) shows the photos of the three sample surfaces, (d)
- (f) are the corresponding point-cloud data collected by FVM and (g) - (i) are210




Figure 4: (a) - (c) Photos of additive manufactured surface Sample 1, Sample 2 and Sample
3, respectively; (d) - (f) corresponding 3D point-cloud data collected from (a) - (c) by FVM;
(g) - (i) corresponding 3D point-cloud data collected from (a) - (c) by SLS.
3.2. Similarity evaluation results
To compare the differences among measured data from FVM and SLS, we
first used the PCC criteria across different samples and different optical systems.
The results are presented in Fig. 3.2. As shown in Fig. 3.2 (a), since the PCC215
values on the main diagonal are computed using the exact same point-cloud data
(self-comparison), the values will simply be one. Around the main diagonal line
11
are the computed PCC values for the measured data of the same sample but
using different measuring systems (highlighted with blue color). One can observe
that these values are significantly larger than the rest (non-highlighted ones)220
which evaluate the similarities of different samples. For better visualization,
we plot a histogram for all values in this matrix. One can observe a clear gap
between two groups of computed PCC values. The group of small values are the
data pairs that come from different samples, and the group of large values are
the data pairs from the same samples. The results demonstrate that PCC is an225
informative indicator for identification of whether a pair of 3D point-cloud data
are measured from the same sample surface, though they may be generated using















1 0.7947 -0.3949 -0.2849 -0.1502 -0.0608
FVM 
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SLS 
sample 2
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Figure 5: (a) Confusion matrix of PCC values for 3D point-clouds from Samples 1 - 3 measured
by FVM and SLS; (b) Corresponding histogram for PCC values in (a).
distance values between different pairs of 3D point-cloud data, and arrange them
in the matrix as shown in Fig. 3.2 (a). For values lying on the main diagonal,230
all the values are simply zero since comparing with itself will not result in any
image distance. In addition, for data pairs obtained from the same sample but
different optical systems, the values are significantly smaller than the rest that
are calculated from different surfaces, indicating that they have a smaller image
distance among each other. Again, we plot a histogram for all the values in the235
matrix and we can see a clear gap between the two groups of values. Different
12
from PCC, smaller image distance values indicate that the pairs of 3D point-
cloud data are measured from the same sample, while the group of larger values
indicate that the pairs are measured from different samples. This results show
that image distance is also an informative indicator of whether the measured240
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Figure 6: (a) Confusion matrix of image distance values for 3D point-clouds from Samples 1 -
3 measured by FVM and SLS; (b) Corresponding histogram for image distance values in (a).
3.3. Discussion
Though both methods are intuitive and can successfully perform similarity
evaluations and determine whether a pair of measured 3D point-cloud data are245
collected from the same sample or not in our experiment, the two methods have
their own pros and cons. When imagine distance compares one pair of data
points, their neighbor points contributions will be taken into consideration as
well. As a result, the algorithm will remain robust when the point-clouds are not
perfectly aligned. However, image distance can only provide a relative larger250
or smaller value which is not bounded and standardized in nature. Thus, a
single image distance value may not well reflect the actual similarity/differences
between point cloud data. On the other hand, though PCC requires more
accurate alignment, it provides a standardized similarity scoring system (the
13
score will be bounded from -1 to 1), which provides more intuitive evaluation255
similar to the matching of DNA data. As a summary, users can choose to use
both or one of the similarity evaluation methods based on scenarios and needs.
It is worth to mention that the experiement in this article is relatively in a
small scale. Future works may be necessary to take larger number of samples for
further evaluation of the performance of the two proposed criteria and identify260
deterministic threshholds for binary decisions statistically.
4. Conclusion
This research proposes a method to evaluate similarities between a pair of
surface 3D point-cloud data to determine whether the pair of 3D point-cloud
data obtained from different optical metrology systems actually come from the265
same sample. By utilizing ICP and data-resampling techniques, we transform
two surface point-cloud datasets into one unified image space. Then, we propose
to employ different similarity metrics: PCC and image distance, to evaluate the
similarities for a pair of 3D data. Our experimental results demonstrate that
our proposed method can well distinguish if a pair of 3D point-cloud datasets270
are measured from one sample or not, even though they may be obtained by
different optical meteorology systems with different spatial resolutions or fields-
of-view.
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